Sports Attack Installation
This installation guide will illustrate the mounting of a Timing Light,
IR sensor & cable, an AC Power Strip, and routing the cable from
the AC/DC power adapter.

Timing Light Installed and running

1. The installation begins by being sure the ball machine is
powered down.
2. Attach the Timing Light by wiping clean the front mounting
plate of the Sports Attack ball machine; then pull the Velcro
backing from the back of the Timing Light and position the
Timing Light as shown in the frontal view.
3. Be sure that the Timing Light housing is about 1” to the right
and parallel to the side of the of the top wheel shroud.

Mounting location of the Timing Light & two
sticky plastic tie down for routing the cable.
4. Attach the IR Sensor by wiping clean the black aluminum angle
bracket on the Sports Attack ball machine at the right side of
the ball entrance to the wheel assembly. Then pull the Velcro
protective backing from the IR Sensor bracket and position

the IR Sensor as shown in the following view. The small lip on
the IR Sensor bracket should be fit under and against the
bottom edge of the angle bracket holding the ball tube.

Mounting location of the IR Sensor & Bracket
5. Wipe clean the grey angle bracket underneath the electronics
box and then pull the protective backing from the Velcro on
the AC Power Strip and secure to this bracket.

Mounting location of the AC Power Strip
& AC/DC Power Adapter
6. Plug the AC to DC Adapter into the top outlet of the power
strip and then plug the AC power cord from the Sports Attack
electronics into one of the other outlets.
7. The AC power extension cord from the court should be
mechanically attached to the frame of the ball machine and
then connected to the white AC Power Strip cable plug. Don’t
connect the extension cord to AC power at this time.

8. Before routing any of the cables we will want to clean and the
remove the protective backing as we attach each of the 13 to
15 Startech HC102 Self Adhesive Cable Tie Mounts seen in
the various photos in this manual.
9. Once the tie downs have been attached we will route the IR
Sensor cable by first squeezing the tab on the phone cable and
carefully inserting it into the same hole as the black right
wheel motor cable.
10. Now plug this IR Sensor phone connector into the top phone
jack on the side of the Timing Light. Do not tie down this
cable at this time.

Routing of the AC/DC Power Cable to the hole in back plate &
then going to the bottom phone connector of the Timing Light.
11. Take the phone jack from the AC/DC Adapter cable and
squeeze the phone tab and carefully insert it into the same
motor cable hole along with the IR Sensor cable; the fit is
tight so be careful not to tug on the connectors.

12. Run the IR Sensor wire (with a small service loop) from the
top phone connector of the Timing Light to the Self Adhesive

Cable Tie Mount at the side of the phone jack and use the
supplied small plastic tie wrap to secure.
13. Route the AC/DC Power wire (with a small service loop) from
the bottom phone connector of the Timing Light to the Self
Adhesive Cable Tie Mount at the side of the phone jack and
use a plastic tie wrap to secure.
14. Now bundle and route the two wires and tie wrap them down
to the Self Adhesive Cable Tie Mount at the front entrance
of the motor cable hole.
15. Take any slack in the IR Sensor cable and bundle it with the
AC /DC Power wire and tie wrap it to the Self Adhesive Cable
Tie Mount just behind and below the hole with the 3 wires.
This completes the wiring for the IR Sensor.
16. Continue to route the AC/DC Power wire as shown in photo and
tie wrap the wire to each of the Self Adhesive Cable Tie
Mounts until you get to the location where a larger service
loop MUST be made (see the photo below).

Service loop should be checked

17. Before routing the AC to DC Adapter wire any further the
ball machine needs to be RAISED to the service position so
that the proper service loop in the cable can be guaranteed.

Routed Power Cable down the main extension arm
showing ball machine set in the service delivery position.
18. With the ball machine still in the service position, begin to
route and tie wrap the AC to DC Power Adapter wire by first
moving down the top of the support arm and then to the
outside of the support arm at the bottom.

19. When reaching the bottom pivot point we need to make sure
that another large service loop is inserted so that when the
ball machine is moved to the bottom position (ground stroke)
that the cable is not stressed or caught up in the moving
parts.
20. Take any slack in the AC to DC Power Adapter wire and bundle
it and tie wrap it to the last Self Adhesive Cable Tie Mount.
21. That completes the installation and you can plug in the AC
extension cord and power up the ball machine.

